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Is regulation making the insurance
industry less "human"
Christine Rodrigues
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Technology and
Regulation
￫ The insurance industry is one of the most regulated
￫ Focus on "treating customers fairly" (TCF)
￫ TCF is principles based regulation, firms are required to meet and
demonstrate that they meet the outcomes
￫ Application of principles are subjective with humans but
technology can create some form of consistency
￫ Regulation has also increased the requirement on reporting and
data gathering
￫ Examples:
￫ Outcome 6 of TCF
￫

Consumers do not face unreasonable post-sale barriers to
changing product, switching provider, submitt ing a claim or
making a complaint.
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Technology and
Regulation
￫ PPR- On-going review of product performance
￫

Monitor product and disclosure documents

￫ PPR- Data management
￫

Insurer must be abl e to access data at any time and when
required

￫ Fintech examples
￫ Insurtech: using insurance-specific apps
￫ Regtech: technology that helps financial institutions to meet
compliance requirements
￫ Payment solutions: better inclusion, cut down on transaction
times, mobile payments, electronic currency
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South African example

￫ Interaction is all via an app
￫ Explanation on product tends to be
in a visual manner
￫ Snap a pic of the item to be insured,
upload, accept pre-determined premium
￫ Exclusions are highlighted
￫ Information put forward in a concise manner
￫ Collection of premium – credit/debit card or debit order
￫ Real time data movement
￫ Policy document etc. traditional "manner" emailed but also
accessible at any time on app
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South African example

￫ Community based insurance
￫ Premium goes into a wallet that is used to fund claims
￫ Whatever is left over is returned to the client
￫ Changing the perception of insurance
￫ Reduces fraud because no one wants their wallet to adversely
affected
￫ Insure only what you need and consumer is never overcharged
￫ No break in interaction
￫ Keeps costs down
￫ Perfect solution for commoditized insurance policies
￫ Complex risks – subjective factors, unique risk
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Sierra Leone example

￫ Fintech challenge run by the Bank of Sierra Leone
￫ Sandbox framework to test Fintech innovations
￫ Access to financial services, like our Financial Sector Regulation
Act is a key objective of the Government of Sierra Leone
￫ InvestED and Salone Microfinance Trust (SMT) were awarded
US$100 000 to pilot their product
￫ InvestED- platform for training low-income entrepreneurs using a
mobile app. Users can access credit products offered by SMT and
other lending partners
￫ Loan repayments managed via mobile money
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Developments in the UK

￫ Project Innovate, FCA has simplified regulatory complexities
￫ Creation of regulatory Sandbox- first regulator to launch the
Sandbox

￫ Testing of innovative Fintech products before they go to market
￫ Project Innovate aims :
￫ provide direct support to innovation
￫ policy and process improvement
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Developments in South
Africa
￫ National Treasury has recognized that the legislative environment
of the financial industry has evolved piecemeal
￫ The PA and FSCA are intended to streamline the legislative
environment
￫ One piece of law in particular the Conduct of Financial
Institutions Bill (COFI) is intended to create consistency within the
financial industry
￫ Some of the aims of COFI:
￫ Promote innovation and development of investment in
innovative technologies, processes and practices
￫ Promote financial inclusion
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Developments in South
Africa
￫ COFI intends to meet its aims by regulating activities and subcategory activities
￫ No longer just regulating a firm but rather the activities that they
perform
￫ Examples of activities:
￫ Providing a financial product or financial instrument
￫ Distributing financial products
￫ Sales and execution
￫ Product aggregation or product comparison
￫ Financial advice
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Developments in South
Africa
￫ COFI intends to meet its aims by regulating activities and subcategory activities
￫ No longer just regulating a firm but rather the activities that they
perform
￫ Introduces the concept of "proportional application"
￫ Therefore exemptions can be granted depending on the
complexity of the risks associated with the activity, nature, scale
and complexity of the financial institution and in order to provide
scope for innovation, the development and investment in
innovative technologies, processes and practices
￫ Opportunity now to conduct insurance in the non-traditional way
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Developments in South
Africa
￫ National Treasury recognizes that there should be a fintech policy
that appropriately enables financial inclusion
￫ Set up an Intergovernmental Fintech Working Group comprising
representatives of NT, SARB, FSCA, FIC amongst others, is
considering a coordinated and harmonized policy response to
fintech and innovation in the South African financial sector
￫ Introduction of the Regulatory Sandbox:
￫ environment created specifically to enable the live testing of
new products or services in a controlled setting and extends
regulatory relief. The sandbox may also be used to test a
regulatory approach or a framework for an as-yetunregulated product or service
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Developments in South
Africa
￫ The FSCA is primarily focused on ensuring regulatory oversight that
ensures fair customer outcomes
￫ Recently established an Innovation Hub and Fintech unit that is
currently being capacitated
￫ Any regulatory interventions will be principle based, activity
centered and technology neutral
￫ The FSCA team will work closely with Fintech leads in the PA, SARB
and FIC to ensure a harmonised and consistent approach
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Is it the end of
humanity?

￫ Not likely
￫ With the continued and increased use of technology in
interacting with customers, insurers are in the perfect position to
gather data to "know their customers"
￫

In addition, the insurance industry will create new opportunities
and positions for "data scientists"

￫

Insurers will require human interaction to marry their technology
with industry expertise in order to use data for the purpose it is
intended to be used
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